Alternatively, to mimic method 3, only rows with at least two counts above a threshold were retained. In both cases, thresholds were chosen such that only 20% of rows were kept. Significant differences between groups were then identified using edgeR as previously described.
The ratio between the observed and specified type I error rates was examined for a range of error thresholds. Row sum filtering holds its size as the observed and specified error rates are similar for all tested thresholds, i.e., the ratio is close to 1 ( Figure S3 ). Filtering by two or more libraries (method 3) is conservative as the specified error is much higher than the observed error. So far, this is consistent with previous simulation results. However, the conservativeness of method 3 is substantially more pronounced at lower p-values. This is important as small p-values are arguably the most important in practical settings.
Severe multiple testing corrections in large datasets render large p-values irrelevant when searching for significant differences.
In summary, the near-expected error rates at thresholds of 0.05 and 0.1 in Table 2 are flattering to method 3 given its deteriorating performance at lower thresholds. This justifies the recommendation of library pooling prior to peak calling (method 7) as well as the more general use of row sum filtering or equivalents for NB-distributed count data. Note that the examination of lower thresholds is not feasible in Table 2 as there are insufficient peaks in the simulation for reliable estimation of error rates. Increasing the number of peaks results in a non-trivial increase in computational work as individual reads must be simulated and analyzed for each peak.
Liberalness in pooling with extreme library sizes
As previously mentioned, pooling is equivalent to operating on the sum of counts for each peak. The row sum is trivially transformed to the overall mean under a NB model when library sizes are equal. By analogy to the normal case [20] , the overall mean (and thus, the row sum) will be independent of the DB status and the dispersion estimate for that peak. However, independence is lost when library sizes are very different. This is because the overall NB mean is no longer simply the sum of counts for each peak.
Rather, it must be computed numerically using GLM-based methods such as those in edgeR [22] .
The loss of independence can be demonstrated with a simple simulation. A matrix of NB-distributed counts was generated for 100000 peaks in an experiment with 2 replicates in each of 2 groups. The mean was set to 500 for all libraries in one group and 10 for all libraries in the other group. The dispersion was fixed at 0.05. Filtering was then performed to remove 80% of the lowest row sums. Alternatively, the same proportion of rows with the lowest overall NB mean was removed. Significant differences between groups were then identified using edgeR as previously described. Examination of the p-values indicates that row sum filtering loses control of type I error whereas filtering on the overall NB mean does not ( Figure S4 ). This is consistent with the non-equivalence between the overall NB mean and the row sum when library sizes are substantially different.
Replicate removal for GSE31578
Library SRR340063 was removed from the STAT5 dataset prior to analysis. This library is an outlier in a multi-dimensional scaling plot ( Figure S5 ) which indicates that it is substantially different from replicates in the same group. Including SRR340063 in the analysis increased the estimated common NB dispersion from 0.21 to 0.49 and the median estimated prior degrees of freedom from 21.7 to infinity. Larger dispersions with reduced variability are consistent with a confounding batch effect. The normalization factor for SRR340063 is approximately 0.64 whereas the factors for all other libraries are greater than 1.
This indicates that it has composition bias -and thus, differential binding -relative to all other libraries, including the two replicates in the same group.(a) NF-YAFigure S1: Cross-correlation plots of pooled libraries for all datasets. The red line marks the delay distance with the maximum correlation value, after ignoring the spike at the read length. Figure S6: Distribution of cluster sizes assembled from detected DB windows in the sliding window method, for each tested ChIP-seq dataset. Cluster sizes refer to the number of windows in each cluster. Figure S7: Tracks of DB regions detected only by (a) the peak-based method in the H3K4me3 dataset or the hybrid approach in (b) the NF-YA dataset and (c) the H3ac dataset. Positive and negative read depths refer to reads mapped on the forward and reverse strands, respectively. One replicate is shown for each condition in each dataset. Each genomic interval corresponds to the peak called by MACS. DN: double negative cells. Figure S8 : Complex differential binding events in histone mark data. The light grey line represents the peak in one group whereas the dark grey line represents the modified peak in the other group. The horizontal black line represents the boundaries of the enriched region. Shaded red areas correspond to intervals of differential binding.
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